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The basic idea of fashion is to discard the old and 
embrace the new – and presumably more stylish – 
so the concept of sustainable fashion seems like an 
anomaly. Yet, globally, fashion is a USD1.5 trillion 
dollar industry that employs millions of people, makes 
significant contributions to the global economy and 
affects the daily lives of billions of people around the 
world. Therefore, it’s imperative that the industry 
starts looking at ways to address social concerns about 
conservation and preservation.

The industry began to actively look at recycling 
and using environmentally-friendly fabrics when 
Vogue published the first article about the new 
environmental trend in March 1990 featuring models 
in Norma Kamali’s shows wearing T-shirts bearing 
slogans like “Acid Rain Squad” and “Earth Children”.  
Furthermore, suit impresario Giorgio Armani began 
experimenting with hemp in his lines.

“The eco-fashion industry is growing day by day with 
more and more eco-fashion catwalk shows sometimes 
around London or New York Fashion Week,” said 
Kate Larsen, former Corporate Responsibility and 
Ethical Trading in Asia manager for a leading British 
luxury brand and founder of SuavEco, an eco-fashion 
brand that strives to go beyond current fashion buying 
practices to ensure workers earn a living wage. “More 
and more customers understand the impact of their 
clothing choices every day, which leads to growth in 
eco-fashion demand.”

Brands such as Nike, Puma, Donna Karan and H&M 
have worked for many years on ethical sourcing and 
ensuring they contribute to the development of local 
communities around the world. Fashion houses such 
as Gucci and Armani are also beginning to address 
sustainability in their businesses. And fast fashion 
companies including Primark, Zara and TopShop are 
also following suit.

Couture, fast fashion, large brands and small brands 
all have a role to play in making the industry more 
sustainable. On the following pages, we select a few 
brands who are making waves in eco-fashion.
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NLGX

Preservation Through Creation
ཚظࡗႎା٪دཥ

NLGX (standing for Nanluoguxiang, a traditional 
hutong in ancient Beijing) has distinguished itself 
as a brand that creates original urban designs 
inspired by graphics, materials and colors of 
traditional China. “Our company’s slogan is 

‘Preserve…Create’, which highlights our goal of Preserving the 
Past while Creating New,” remarks Michel Sutyadi, co-founder 
and creative director at NLGX Design. “Inspired by traditional 
China, we try to put a contemporary twist to all our products.”

 The Beijing-based brand started out with funky graphics for 
T-shirts, hoodies and gift items. “We try to promote a sustainable 
and green lifestyle trough our designs and products,” says Sutyadi. 
“Our ‘Do Not Destroy’ and ‘Beijing Bicycle’ t-shirt designs are 
classics. People love the designs and support the message behind 
it.”

 NLGX also has a clothing line for the urban cyclist. “Our 
KOMMUTE line of hoodies promotes a more active lifestyle by 
cycling to work,” continues Sutyadi. For traffic-congested Beijing, 
cycling is a more reliable option to get around the city, as well as 
environmentally sound. “Making clothing that is feature-rich and 
convenient while riding a bike but also stylish and good looking 
‘off ’ the bike was our challenge.

 To go deeper into its philosophy, it launched NLGX Recycled, 
a fashion bag and accessories line made out of reclaimed 
newspapers for the green and stylish person in mind. “Most people 
only care about the looks and if it fits their lifestyle but what if it 
can be green and good-looking at the same time? Most of our bags 
are designed with exactly this question in mind,” says Sutyadi. 

 A good way to view the combination of environmentally 
sustainable design with fashion flair is the pop-up display at their 
Parkview Green location. Called NLGX Fashion Wagen, the main 
displays are a re-purposed Mianbaoche and a 3-meter high metal 
tree that carries our NLGX Recycled bags. “With that installation 
we tried to underline the meaning of ‘Preserve…Create’ by showing 
that used materials can be re-used to create something new and 
different,” continues Sutyadi.

 In the wider context of eco-fashion, Sutyadi admits there are 
limitations to being small. “For small companies it is sometimes 
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tough to make a real difference here in China. You are mostly 
limited by some many factors that make it difficult to produce in 
the most sustainable way.” 

 But every small contribution helps. “A couple years ago we 
decided to put a focus on environmentally sustainable packaging 
for our products, packaging which is made out of paper or 
cardboard and that can be re-used. We tried to make our t-shirt 
boxes as small as possible as to save more money on production 
but also to keep transportation cost and footprint of our products 
as low as possible. We really saw a difference after we shrank our 
boxes by half of the size.”

 Sutyadi agrees that sustainable fashion is making inroads 
with consumers: “Sustainable fashion is definitely much more 
recognized and accepted than before, customers are willing to 
pay a higher price for products they can feel good about.” Yet, 
fashion fast fashion retailers and bigger brands can do more to 
make a difference in this industry. “It would be great if [sustainable 
fashion] becomes the industry standard one day.”

 At the end of the day, it’s about reacting to market demands. 
“Sustainable fashion will more and more become the standard, 
as people will be more conscious and more willing to pay more 
money for sustainable products.”

 For Sutyadi and NLGX, living in Beijing provides a great source 
of inspiration every day. “We’ve got plenty of ideas for future 
designs and products but the tricky thing is to choose the ones that 
can make a difference for your company. Please stay tuned!” M 
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NEEMIC

In 2009, Hans Martin Galliker travelled by car through 
17 Chinese provinces to meet exponents of Chinese 
agriculture. From cotton farmers to crop farming 
professors to tractor factories to vegetable markets, the 
former Swiss farmer learned about the problems facing 

Chinese agriculture and decided to do something about it. He 
started NEEMIC in 2011 as a means to promote organic fabrics 
amongst lifestyle-oriented conscious consumers.

“NEEMIC symbolizes an eco -system of creativity and 
sustainability around three visions: making outstanding 
fashion, linking eco-friendly and ethnic fabrics with modern 
contemporary design, and building a bridge between Europe 
and Asia,” said Galliker. “Through this we want to inspire other 
fashion brands and designers to follow our approach.”

This approach centers on using as much organic, recycled or 
up-cycled materials as possible, including producing minimum 
quantities.  “We ensure that designs are both sustainable and 
appealing, by experimenting with new materials like Ramie, also 
called China grass, and using the materials in a new, exciting 
way,” continues Galliker.

This is evident in the “Cocoon” autumn/winter collection, a 
notable time to stay warm as the weather cools. The collection 
uses calm monochrome tones with an emphasis on the texture 
of natural fabrics: silky inner layers and organic cotton fleece 
to give a cocoon-like feeling of comfort. The cuts are kept clean 
and simple; feminine with boyish references. Attention to details 
is critical with elements of up-cycled leader and outstanding 
craftsmanship. 

It ’s also about promoting a more sustainable lifestyle by 
taking part in LOHAS-driven or grassroots events. “China’s 
environmental consciousness has grown in the last year, 
especially in the wake of numerous food scandals and air 
pollution. China consumers are getting more informed about 
the origin of products and because growing middle class don’t 
want mass-produced clothes anymore; they start valuing well 
designed, high quality clothes from brands that are trustworthy.” 

China seems the ideal place to start an eco-fashion business. 
“There is a certain spirit in Beijing and it’s hard to describe 
it, but exactly that spirit is also a big inspiration for our 
collections,” comments Galliker. “Beijing in itself combines 
the old with the new and Chinese culture with some European 
influences in a very special way; this is also what we want to 
display with our clothes.”

An Eco-system of Creativity 
and Sustainability

ԍဣཥူظڦሰ૰ჄႠ
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“Made in China” is already changing the way people think 
about Chinese products, especially on the technological sector 
with brands like Lenovo and Huawei: Made in China has 
become a sign for products combining good quality with decent 
design. “There are also conscious brands like ffiXXed with their 
worker-friendly in-house production or NuoMi which produces 
in Shanghai according to desirable ethical standards, giving 
livelihoods to underprivileged women, empowering them to 
produce high-quality garments in an accommodating work 
environment.”

Galliker is optimistic about the direction the fashion industry 
is taking. He points to fabric manufacturers subscribing to more 
environmentally-friendly practices like Oeko-Tex or GOTS 
(Global Organic Textile Standard). The success of eco-conscious 
brands like Fake Natoo and FINCH also prove the growing 
demand and viability of business. 

“Our business model emphasizes creativity and sustainability, 
which is also desirable for agriculturally-oriented communities,” 
says Galliker. “To support this, NEEMIC has co-founded the 
Beijing Fashion Collective. Our boldest plan is to come up with 
a Sustainable Fashion Design Center in Hong Kong and Beijing 
which includes an urban rooftop-farming module to supply a 
green lifestyle bistro.”

There’s also hope that the industry will do away with the 
concept of sustainable fashion so it becomes an industry 
standard. “Just one month ago we discussed this at the ORIGIN 
fair in Vicenza, Italy, where we showcased together with 
100 upcoming designers from 38 countries,” said Galliker. 
“Independent brands are given more spotlight to explain their 
positive assets by platforms like the London-based Not Just a 
Label. Also, fast-fashion corporations, under public pressure, 
are improving their production standards.” M 
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"'Made in China' is already 

changing the way people 

think about Chinese 

products."
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The Birth of Eco-denim
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Levi Strauss & Co is an early advocate of upcycling, or 
reusing discarded materials in such a way as to create a 
product of higher quality or value than the original. The San 
Francisco-based company that made denim into a staple 
item in wardrobes around the world has created a collection 

which uses post-consumer waste in denim to create a pair of jeans. The 
Waste<Less™ collection uses recycled plastic bottles and food trays in the 
material fibers. Each garment includes a minimum of 20 percent post-
consumer recycled content, which equals about eight plastic bottles in every 
pair of jeans. The collection includes denim styles for men and women (like 
the 511 skinny and the 504 straight-fit) as well as a trucker jacket for men.

Since the line’s launch in 2012, Levi’s has created more than 1.2 million 
Waste<Less™ garments using about 9.4 million recycled bottles.

James Curleigh, global president of the Levi’s brand, told The Huffington 
Post, “With this collection, we’re doing our own small part by taking waste 
and making something new from it. We don’t just want to reduce our impact 
on the environment, we want to leave it better than we found it.”

Just this season, Levi’s expanded beyond recycled PET plastic bottles and 
broadened the line by creating a small capsule collection of trucker jackets 
made from re-purposed U.S. military parachutes.

“Brands can play a role in helping with waste reduction from textiles,” says 
Jennifer Tang, Corporate Affairs Director at Levi Strauss & Co, Singapore. 
“Americans alone discard more than 26 billion pounds of unwanted 
clothing, shoes and other textiles per year. Only 15 percent of that is 
collected by charity organizations and private collectors. The remaining 85 
percent, more than 22 billion pounds, ends up in landfills.”

That’s why Levi’s has clothing collection bins in its San Francisco, United 
Kingdom and select New York and France locations. Collection events are 
also held in Japan, South Korea and other markets to ensure such textiles 
don’t make it to landfills.

Levi’s is leading the charge by helping the City of San Francisco achieve 
its goal of zero waste by 2020 by reducing the amount of clothing, shoes 
and other textiles that are sent to landfills.  On Earth Day, it partnered 
with Goodwill and San Francisco State University (SFSU) to give talented 
students the opportunity to help their peers “upcycle” old jeans. Sitting side 
by side, SFSU apparel design students creatively repaired and embellished 
unsalvageable Levi’s samples from the design process.

In China, Levi’s aims to minimize the resources used to make its clothes. 
It worked with one of its suppliers to create a way to recycle the water used 
in the finishing process. As a result, it made 100,000 pairs of women’s jeans 
with 100 percent recycled water, saving 12 million liters of water.

“Although these are our latest milestones we’re hardly done innovating,” 
continued Tang. “Sustainability is an evolution and we’ll continue looking 
for ways to reduce our impact on the planet.” M 
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"'We don’t just want to 

reduce our impact on the 

environment, we want to leave 

it better than we found it...."
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